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A few beautiful Magellan pictures here

Plus galileo NIMs mosaic

Plus VEX 1.7 micron images

Plus venera surface image

“Learning to love Venus on its own terms

Venus is beautiful, varied, mysterious and dynamic”

But difficult to explore

Can we understand its history?
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Bullock and Grinspoon, 2001

Clouds and climate balance are likely being 
actively maintained by fluxes of volcanic gases 
and reaction/diffusion of atmospheric gases 
with surface minerals.





Can a Planet Be Alive?
(What is life?)

Living systems theories

General principles for how all living systems work. Instead of breaking down into component parts, 

explores phenomena in terms of dynamic patterns of the relationships of organisms with their 

environment.

Nonfractionability
Robert Rosen (1991) described life as a self-organizing complex system characterized by the 
"nonfractionability of components in an organism" as the fundamental difference between living 
systems and "biological machines.”

Life as a property of ecosystems

Harold J. Morowitz (1992): Life is a property of an ecological system rather than a single organism 

or species. 

Gaia hypothesis

Life as a planetary property.  Proposed in the 1960s by Lovelock and Margulis. Explores the idea 

that the life on Earth functions as a single organism which maintains environmental conditions 

necessary for its survival. 



Lovelock, J.E. and L.M. Margulis (1974)

“Atmospheric homeostasis by 
and for the biosphere: 
The Gaia hypothesis”



Traditional criterion for habitability:
Life as a phenomenon that requires physical conditions which overlap 
those found on Earth  (T, P, pH, etc.)
(Key to life on Earth is the presence of liquid water)

Alternative criteria?:
“Living Worlds Hypothesis”
Life is a planetary scale phenomenon with a cosmological 
lifespan.

Sustained and vigorous geochemical cycling will support the 
evolution of a robust biosphere.

Requires internally driven geological activity?
Flagrant chemical disequilibrium
(Key is Earthʼs uniquely vigorous geological and chemical activity)



Rare Planetary Properties of Astrobiological Interest
• Venus is our only other example of

• an Earth-sized terrestrial planet.
• a “currently active” terrestrial planet.

Most of surface is “young”

Endogenous geological activity and surface chemistry are, 
to some degree, controlling the atmosphere & climate

If we think beyond the specifics of a particular chemical system 
required to build complexity and heredity, we can ask what 
general properties an inhabited planet must possess. Judging 
from our sample of one inhabited planet, the answers might 
include an atmosphere with signs of flagrant chemical 
disequilibrium, solar driven chemical and dynamical cycles and 
active, internally driven cycling of volatile elements between 
the surface, atmosphere and interior. 

At present, the two planets we know of which possess 
these characteristics are Earth and Venus.
Disequilibrium atmospheric states have emerged as the                   
primary biosignature for exoplanets.  Crucial to understand 
sources of disequilibrium in Venus atmosphere!
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• History of resurfacing: Has Venus been continuously active over geologic time? 

• What are the fluxes of gases between interior/surface/atmosphere and cloud reservoirs?

• Are the clouds maintained by an active sulfur cycle involving outgassing and surface 
reaction/diffusion of gases? What is the equilibrium state of surface minerals?

• Have the clouds existed continuously?

• What were the conditions of the clouds at the time they coexisted with the last oceans, and 
what has been the trajectory of cloud conditions over time?

• Was Venus ever an oceanic world and for how long?

Some key exploration questions for this view of life:
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23Discovering the Secrets of a Lost Habitable World

VERITAS (Venus Emissivity Radio science, InSAR, 
Topography And Spectroscopy)

Mission overview: 
Low polar orbiter 
Timeline is TBC:
Launch: ~2028 
>3 yr science mission 
beginning ~ 2030

Partners: 
JPL lead institution 
Lockheed Martin 
Italian Space Agency
German Space Agency
French Space Agency

Discovering the secrets of a lost habitable world




